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SYNOPSIS
i
This report describes an experimental study of five as-rolled
tlvn/31 steel beanl-colwnns which was performed in order to determine their
load-deformation behavioro The beam-column ends were essentially fixed
about their weak axis and pinned about their strong axis. (Warping of
the end section was fully restrained by end plates (» End-nloments were
apr1ied in the plane of the web in order to cause bending about- the
strong axis and were varied independently of the axial load.
~10 of the beam-columns were ASTM A441 steel and three were
ASTM A36 steelo The principal test variables were the axial load, the
slenderness ratio, the grade of steel, the absence or presence of lateral
bracing, and the absence or presence of restraining, beams. The purposes
of the investigation were:
a) to examine the effect of lateral-torsional buckling
on the behavior of beam-colurrms under !'elatively high
axial loads
b) to check a theory developed for A7 steel on members of
A441 steel
The testing program, the test setup, and procedures used during
testing are described. The effects of axial load and lateral bracing are
disctlssed. The results are then compared with "in..,planen bending theory
and inelastic lateral-torsional buckling theory. Final~y the experimentaJ_
results are compared with a connnonly used empirical interaction equation.
278 0 ILt
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I. INTRODUCTION
I _J. PUI(POSE O}i' THE EXPERlllJENTS
In plastic design a structure is said to have failed when it is
loaded \~itIl the TIlaximmn I.cad which the structure as a whole can support.
ffhis does not necessarily correspond to the first attainrnent of maxllflUIll
strength in an individual member. Theoretical methods of analysis have
been developed wherein the beam-column is considered as an integral part
. (1)(2)(3)
of a structural subassemblage rather than an ~solated member 0
The development of colman design based on the ultimate strength of such
a subassemblage presupposes a knowledge of the end moment-end rotation
behavior of the unrestrained beam-column(2). References 4 and 5 present
two different approaches to the solution of this type of problem, but in
either case it is assumed that the beam-column will fail by excessive
bending about one of its principal axes. Thus, if the end moments of a
beam-column act in the plane of the web, adequate bracing must be pro-
vided to prevent the occurrence of late~al-torsionalbuckling. It is
further assumed in these two references that the material from which the
beam-colunm is made is ASTM A7 steel. However, adjustment may be made in
order to take into account the difference in yield strength which exists
in different grades of steel.
In an actual structure, it may not always be feasible to brace
a beam-colwnn sUfficiently closely to prevent lateral-torsional l)uckling
and therefore some knowledge of the post-lateral buckling behavior is
reCItlil?ed. Furthermore, the increasing use of 11igh strength steeJ_s dernands
a more refined knowledge of the load-deformation responses of members
composed of these steels. It is for these two reasons that the fj~e beam-
colurnl1 experilnents lvhich are described in this report were conducted.
In this investigation four pinned-end beam-columns and one re-
strained beam-colmnn were tested. Sidesway of the top of the member
~ith respect to its bottom and biaxial bending were not intentionally
introduced.. The beanl-colunms '-Jere defined by the following para.meters:
Axial load, slenderness ratio, absence or presence of lateral braci.ng,
grade of steel, and the absence or presence of restraining beams. The
test specilnens were su.7)jected to equal end monlents causing single curva-
ture deformations about their strong axis.
1.2 CO}WAuISON ~rrTH OT}llin BEAM-COLU~m EXPERTIv~NTS
Van Kuren and Galambos( 6 ) present a brief ~'3scrintion of ma.jor
beam-column experiments reported in the literature and describe 37 addi-
tional [Jearn-column experiments condttcted at Leh·lgh University on wide ....
flange beam-columns subjected to axial force and bending moments about
ti11e strong axis. The effects of axial force, length, Tnember size, lateral
bracing, and loading conditions were studied. Eight of these tests were
loaded similarly to those discussed here, that is axial load plus equal.
end Hl0Tllents causing single curvature bending about the strong axis.
A series of seven restrained beam-colwiID tests has been recentlJr
:'eported (7). In all of these tests on A36 s t.eel members the bracing Has
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nlore than adequate, however the testing arrangement(8) is similar to that
adopted in this report.
The beam-column experiments described here differ from those
which have been previously reported in the following points:
a) The determination of the effect of lateral-torsional
buckling on the strength of beam-columns under relatively
high axial loads was a primary objective.
b) T1"lO of the specimens were made of high strength stE~el
c) One of the specimens was a restrained, unbraced beam-
column.
The objectives of the experiments were to examine an available
lateral-torsional buckling theo~, to check the in-plane behavior and
buckling behavior of high strength steel beron-columns*, and finally, to
compare the behavior of an unbraced restrained beam-column with an identical
specimen(7), the latter being braced to prevent the occurrence of lateral-
torsional buckling(8).
~~ These tests were part of an investigation(9) directed toward the ex-
tension of plastic design theories to high strength steel.
' ..........~~ -
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II" DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIl"1E~JTS
The testing program has been briefly described in the intro-
duction. In this section the test variables will be discussed, and the
experimental procedures and the apparatus used will be described.
IInl TEST PROG1~1
Table 1 outlines the testing program. Each of the five tests
is listed with its principal variables. Test RC-3(7) was not included in
this })articular series of tests, but it is included in the table to allow
comparison with test RC-IO o The principal variables were (1) the axial
load ratio p/py ' where P is the applied axial load and Py is the yield
axial load, (2) the strong axis slenderness ratio L/rx ' where L is the
length of the beam-column and rx is the strong axis slenderness ratio,
and (3) the effect of lateral bracing. Two of the tests were on beam-
columns of high strength steel (HT-39, L~O).
The values of p/py and L/rx given in Table 1 are nominal values.
Table 4 gives the exact experimental values. The measured cross-sectional
properties (that is, area A, strong axis section modul11S Sx, strong axis
plastic modulus Zx, and the major and minor radii of gyration, rx and ry)
are presented in Table 2. The static yield stress cry, the yield load Py
(A <Jy ), the yield moment 1"1y { S o-y), the plastic moment l'lp( Z()y)' the
length L, the true slenderness ratio (L/rx )' and the unbraced weak axis
slenderness ratio (Ll/ry ) are given in Table 3. finally, Table 4 summarizes
-5-
the experinlental results by listing the experimental axial load P, the maxi-
Yl1urn end moment 1·1 , and the non-dimensionalized maximum end moment !v1 /IIT •o 0 n
These four tables present the essential parameters and results of the test
progr8.m.
I·IIaterial
The beam-columns for tests HT-39 and HT-40 were rolled from
ASTM A4hl steel. The specimens for the remaining three tests (designated
as ...lC-8, ItC-9, and li.C-lO) were rolled from AST~Jl A36 steel. The beam-
coJ..unms were tested in an "as-delivered If condition, thus residual stresses
were present. The magnitude and distribution of the rolling residual
stresses were determined(9) for the beam-column section (8h~3l) of A4hl
steeJ.. from a length from the same heato The distributions were close to
the standard pattern and the values obtained were no greater than those
for A7 steelo The maximum measured compressive residual stress was O.27cr •
. y
The residual stresses for the A36 beam-colmnns were similarly determined
and the maximum compressive residual stress was found to be 0.52 o-y. The
average of the four flange tips was O.27C1y (7).
The yield stress was determined for each specimen by testing
standard tension coupons cui from an unyielded portion of the f1tension"
flange of the tested beam-column 0 These values (as listed in Table 3)
are static values and do not include the effect of strain rate.
~~!td Ap2.1!ca~~o__l!
For all five tests a predetermined axial load was first applied
to the beaul-columno This axial load was then slightly decreased while
end bending nloments were applied through lever anns joined by a hydraulic
278.14 -6~
..~. d t· d(B) h th t .1.'aaCK an a ~e ro • The decrease in the axial I.oad was sue a IAle
8tl.·· of tl1e total J_oad produced by tIle testing machine and the jaclc force
was always constant.
One of the specimens in the first two tests (HT tests) ~las
braced against lateral-torsional buckling. Bracing was provided at nlid-
height and at points 5 fto on either side of mid-height. In Reference 10
it is shown that the minimum spacing of bracing is 38ry for A36 steel and
28ry for AL~L~l steel. The unbraced length was within the span required
in order to prevent lateral torsional buckling (Table 3). In the second
test no lateral bracing was used and lateral-torsional buck:ling "tvas ob-
served. In the remaining three tests (RG tests) none of the beanl.... co]_Un1.ns
were braced and again lateral-torsional buckling occurred. Test ]{C-3 was
braced at mid-height and 4 ft. 6 in. on either side of mid-height(7).
II , 2 E;CPEli.Ill:1EI\lTAL APl~ARArrlJS AND PB.OCEDUl1ES
A typical test setup is shown in Figure 1. The end fixtures (ll )
provided a pinned end about the strong axis and an almost fixed end about
the 110Jeak axis. The hydrall1ic ,jac1{ which introduced tlle applied rnoments,
the dynamometer which measured the jack force (Reference 8) and the dial
gage arrangements used to measure the mid-height transverse and lateral
deflections are also visibleo
Tests HT-39, HT-40, RC-8, and RC-9 were tested as pinned end
bealn.... colunms, that is, the restraining beams described in Reference e tvere
orl1i ttecl 0 l?igure 2 shot'Is HJ:1 en.d connection .~~nd end ~fi~·.ture detail for an
isolated beam-column testso The end fixtures ensure that the axial load
\\1il1 always pass through t1~O fixed points, one at each end of the specimen.
The points are the centers of the cylindrical surfaces (Point 0 in Flgure
2) and the test beam-columns are designed in order that the centers of
the cylindrical surfaces are also the centers of the joint details.
The beanl-colurlm in test RC-IO was a restrained COltLllln identical
to test FtC-3 'with the exception that it was not braced. Fi.gllre 3 d·l.~,··.
grammatically shows the test layout. The restraining beams "1ero ~~\,:·ni"~Ln t~;
sections and they were 8 1"t6 long. The design of the subassenlblage tes·t
member and its validity in checking frame theory(3) are also discussed in
In the restrained column tests the entire moment produced by
the jack working over a lever arm is no longer resisted by sole~ the
colurlm~ Conditions of equilibrium and compatibility require that the re-
straining beall1 also resist the applied moment. }r~gure 4 ShOloJS that tl1e
applied moment, Mj , is resisted by the column end moment, Mc ' and the beam
moment, h Bo Therefore, as shown in Figure 5, for a given joint rotation,
the colurrm end moment, l l11e , and the restraining beam end moment, ME, must
be added together to obtain the joint moment, Mj = Me + MB,
The length and size of the restraining beams determines the
alnount of restraint produced, and thus the effect on the moment-rotation
behavior of the subassemblage(8). Tests RC-3 and RC-lO had relatively
short restraining beams (8 feet). In each case a plastic hinge formed
in the beams before the maximum capacity of the joint was reached 0 Unloading
-8-
of the joint was precipitated'by unloading of the column.
The function of the bracing in tests HT-39 and RC-3 was to en-
sure against lateral-torsional buckling. Since lateral-torsional buckling
was anticipated for the unbraced beam-columns, lateral deflection readings
were taken through a transit by viewing a scale graduated in lOOtha of an
inch at three points at mid-height of the column (the two flange tips and
the centerline of the web)o Two dial gages were mounted to the testing
. machine frame and by means o£ a piano wire connection to the beam-column
flange tips, another set of rl1-id ....11oight lateral beam-column movernents l~ere
obtained. The difference be-tween the readings on the two flange tips gave
the deflection of one relative to the other, and thus an estimate of the
tWisting nf the column 0
All other dGfoXlXnfl't/ion,s and forces t-J'ere nleasured 'Ising the aT."l)aratus
and techniques described in Reference 8. Strains were measured with Sa-L~
gages and end rotations were measured by level bars placed at the center
of each jointo
In brief the test procedure for each test was as follows:
a) The preliminary work consis'ted 0.1'",- th.o JfiOaDllrement of
the beam-column dimensions, the :predictions of the
mode of failure, the calculation of the load expected
at ultimate strength, and the preparation of the pre-
dicted moment-rotation curve.
b) During the actual testing of the beam-COlumn, after
each increment of moment was applied, time was allowed
27(3.J.4 -9-
for the system to come to rest before readings were
taken. This was esuecially necessary in the post-elastic
range. Strain rate effects were thus eliminated and the
readings represent a static condition. In order to define
the loading stage)increments of rotation rather than in-
crements of load were used as a loading criterion once
yielding had occurred.
c) Loading was usually continued until the axial load
which the bemn-colmnn had initially supported could no
longer be maintained. In all tests some unloading of the
applied moment from its maximtun value was observed·.
". III. DI·SCUSSION OF' 'I'HE TEST RESTJIJfS
.' ~--
A beam-column is at ultimate load when the maximum moment is
reached and the beam-coluwn starts to unload. This corresponds to the
Jna:~:'i!'lunl Doint on the rnoment-rotation curve (Figure ,). As a conseql1ence
of lateral-torsional buckling this maximum point may be below the maxi-
mum predicted by in-pla.ne theory(5).
III Q J- 'fEST RESULTS
The principal test results are the maximum bending moment which
a be~l-column can support in addition to its constant axial force, the
end moment-versus-end rotation curve, and observations of the type and
cause of fa iJ.ure0
The load parameters may be found in Table h. Test HT-39, the
braced column, failed by excessive bending in the plane of the annlied
moments and the four remaining tests, which were tested without bracing,
failed by lateral-torsional buckling. That is, lateral-torsional buck-
ling occurred before the maximum in-plane moment could be reached.
The moment-rotation curves represent the most important results
of the experirnents. A comparison will now be rnade between the experi-
mental moment-rotation curves and the curves determined by in-plane theory
(5)(12), The experimental moment-rotation curves for each test are given
in ~~gures 6 through 10.
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The theoretical test curves were determined from the available
column deflection curve data(5). For specific values of end slope the
corresponding end moments were determined and the end moment-versus-end
slope el1rve was plotted. ~F'or the high strength steel tests (AhhJ..) the
theoretical curves were based on a yield stress of 55 ksi and for the
remaining three tests (A36) the theoretical curves were for 33 ksi steel.
Figure 6 shows the predicted and experimental curves for test
HT-39~ The axis has been shifted by 0.0025 radians to correct for initial.
zero effectso The theoretical curve assumes a yield stress of 55 ksi and
l:l ::: Ool..t.Py • Since the bea:rn-co].unln b-,las adequately braced it was exPected
that the maximum end moment would approximately reach the nredicted }Io/Mn =
00236. It was able to attain a value of Mo/lVJp = 0.228, 3.4% below the
prediction.
The theoretical curve in Figure 7 is a prediction of the
in-plane behavior of beam-column HT-40o The axis has been shifted by 0.0015
radians to correct for initial zero effects. Since the specimen was un-
braced) it was expected and observed that lateral-torsional buckling would
occur be.fore the attainment of the in-plane n1aximurn morrlent. The load dronned
off very sharnly as specimen twisted and the last load increment ShOWll
occurred dynamically(13). The result was that the beam-column had a very
sInall rotation caDacity(1L~). The specimen reached a valu.e of I'1
o
jr,'[p = 0.208,
only 7.6)~ below the in-"p1ane ultimate rrlonlent.
Tension coupons cut from the already tested spec~nens of tests
nc-8 and RC-9 showed that the static yield stress had a value of 33.6 ksi.
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As a result, the test curves for these two tests are shown in comparison
with curves drawn assuming a yield stress value of 33 ksi (Figures 8 and 9).
Test rrC-8 had a maximum end moment of riofi~p = 0.186, about 28% below in-
plane ultirnate Inoment and test RC-9 reached 1'1o/I\.fp = 0.542, within l.~;~ of
its in-plane value. Important to note is the relatively larger rotation
capacity obtained for the stockier RC-8 column despite the fact that the
beam-column had bucl~led laterally, as compared with the sudden drop off
1t'Jhich was observed for the slender beam-column in test HT-40 (ll'igure 7).
Subassemblage behavior was explained briefly in Chapter II and
a more comprehensive treatment is presented in Reference 8. Figure 10
presents the theoretical and experimental curves for test RC-IO. The beam
forlued a plastic hinge and continued to rotate at a constant momento The
column buckled laterally, however, and as a result, the structure supported
an end mOlnent of l'1o/tvlp = o. 77L~, 5% below the in-plane prediction of IV1o /I'1p =
0 0 8]-4-tJ
Figure 11 presents the mid-height moment-versus-twist curves for
the four unbraced testso The twist angle is obtained from the dial gage
readings (1I02). The midheight moment is the sum of the applied moment
and the axial load times the midheight deflection. The reduced plastic
mom,en.t which takes into account the effect of the axial load was used to
nondin"\ensionalize the moment values. The three unbraced A36 specirnens
behaved identicallYg As can be seen in Figure 11, the lateral deformations
.for the A'36 specirnens were much greater than the deformation of the ALd~l
specimen 0 At the end of the tests ~tho AhJ-!l beanl-column twisted OooL6 radians
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al1d tlle t11ree A36 bea.m-coluTnns had each twisted more than O/J 10 radia11s. rfhe
solid points in ljtigllre 11 indicate the load corresponding to the maxin~.um
end nlornent 0
III o 2 I~r]rJ{JENCE O}' THE AXIAL FOltCE
-_.~----- .......--.__-...._-----
li'igure 12 presents a conlparison of' tests RC-8 and RC-9. The two
bearn-colunlns l'lere identical. Both were Shi}?31 beam-columns rolled from A36
steel and the nominal slenderness ratio in each case was 50. The variable
parameter was the axial load ratio P/py• Test Rc-8 had an actual P/py equal
to 0.605 while test RC-9 supported a p/py equal to 0.312. The end moment
which test RC-9 was able to support was 2.92 times that of test Rc-8 while
its axial load ratio was about half of that of Rc-8. Due to the high a~ial
load, yielding was observed in test Rc-8 before the application of end monlents
and twisting was observed four increments later. In test RC-9, however, twisting
was observed at the same moment application at which first yielding was observed.
1IIQ3 INFLUENCE OF h4TERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLI~G
In Fig. 13 the moment-versus-rotation curves for two identical
colUIf1ns (IIT-39 and I-IT-40) are sho't~no Both 811JF31 o'olumns were rol]~ed frorn
A4hl steel, both had a nominal slenderness ratio equal to 80, and the axial
load ratio was approXllHately the same for each beam-column. Test HT-39 was
provided with sufficient lateral bracing, whereas test HT-40 was not braced.
It is seen from Figure 13 that the unbraced column was weaker despite, the
fact that it had a somewhat smaller axial force~ It is interesting to note
the sudden drop in load carrying capacity of test HT-40 as compared with the
beha.vior of tests I?C-8 and 11C-9 (l~igure 12).
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Tests RC-3 and liC-IO were also identical, with the variable
parameter being the lateral bracing. They were each of A36 steel, had
anproximately the same axial load ratio and the same slenderness ratio
(Table 3)0 In each case joint restraint was provided by 8 ft. restraining
,beamso Test RC-3 was braced and test Re-IO was not. Figure 14 shows
that in·both tests the restraining beams (S'VJ:V"l8.5) carl"ied approximately
, , the same moment 0 The specimen in tests Re-IO failed by lateral-torsional
buckling tl'lerefore the beam-column was able to support less load than tIle
bemn-column in test RC-3. However, the difference in the behavior of the
'whole subassernblage was not large as is ev"ic1ent frOfl1 Figure lL~. The
bealn-colurnn buckles locaJ..ly in the cornpression flange at almost the Sclme
loading in both tests (Figure 14). It is also worth noting that both
colunms had the same load capacity at the end of the tests. (9 = OoO!~
radian)
-15-
COlv1PAl1.ISOlJ GIll THE TEST RESULTS \~JITH THEORY__-_- 4 _ ....
In this chapter the test results will be comnared with an in-
elastic lateral-torsional buckling theory(lS) and with the inelastic
colman theory where failure is assumed by bending(h).
IV \)1 COlIPAFtISON 1·vITH INELASTIC LATEHAL-T011SIONAL BUCKLING THEORY
....................~ .......... .oIIP-~-..."tillllf-ll~IiI.'i.__-..:.a..t.I. ............ ~ .._--
The lateral-torsional buckling theory presented in Heference 15
includes the influence of cooling residual stresses. A typical symmetri-
cal pattern of residual stress is assumed with maximum assumed compressive
residual stress o;c equal to o. 30;.
Coupled differential equations which involve lateral deflection
and torsional deformation are presented in Reference 15. For the loading
condition of axial load and ~qual end moments causing single curvature the
Eigenvalue solution of the coupled differential equations is
(1)
where ~ is the bending stiffness about the x-axis, r o is a function of
the axial force and the second moment of forces about the shear center of
the cross section, CT is St. Venant's torsional stiffness, Cw is the
warping stiffness, ey is the moment lever arm and Yo the distance between
the centroid and shear center of the cross section.
After substitution of the expressions developed for the various
coefficients(lS) and after the performance of some algebraic manipulations
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bending stiffness coefficient and B2 is a warping stiffness coefficient.
?, A, d, KT, ryand tare nroperties of the cross section and E, G, andO;V
are material properties. Bl, B2, (ro/d)2 andJl are functions of the yielded
cross section and are therefore functions of the applied axial load, P and
the applied end moment, Mo A complete description of the various terms
in Equations (1) and (2) is presented in Reference 150
In the development of Eqo (2), it is assumed that lateral-tor-
sional buckling occurs before the beam-column deforms ve~ much. This
assumption was necessa~ because in order to use Equation (1) the stiffnesses
a]_ong the length of the beam-colUI11h were taken as uniform and equaJ.. to
the stiffnesses which exist at the ends. In the case of a slender column
loaded with a substantial axial force however, (e.g. test RC-8), large
deformation and considerable yielding result at the mid-height of the be-anl-
column 0 The result is a reduction in stiffness which is not accounted for
by the stiffness coefficients, Bl' B2' (ro/d)2, a~dJl in Eq. (2). This
reduction of stiffness can be considerableG
If values of Moft~ are assumed and the various constants and
coefficients evaluated,(lS) Eq. (2) can be solved for the corresponding
values of L/ry • The Mo/¥~-versus-L/ry curve can then be plotted. The
-17-
end fixtures used for all tests in ,this series prevented rotation of the
beam-column end about the weak axis. The effective length in the weak
,direction may therefore be taken as six tenths of the beam-column length
(Leff = O.6L)(6). As a result, the corresponding value of Mo/Mp may be
found from the curve by u~ing a slenderness ratio equal to six tenths of
the weak axis slenderness ratio (effective L/ry = O.6L/ry ). This value
of Mo/Mp can then be multiplied by the plastic moment, Mp, a~~ the value
"', ~
of Mo obtained is an upper bound solution since the variation of stiff-
ness along the length of the beam-column was not considered, the mid- .
height stiffness being assumed to equal the end stiffness. A lower bound
solution may now be obtained by using the appropriate column deflection
curve(5) or nomograph(12) to find the corresponding end moment, if it is
assumed that the moment used in the upper bound solution is now the center-
line moment. Figure 15 diagrammatically shows the signi!~cance of the
upper and lower bound solution 0 A flow chart outlining the method for
determining the two bounds is presented in Figure 16. Using lateral-
torsional buckling theory(lS) along with the column deflection curves(5)
or nomographs(12) it is therefore possible to obtain upper and lower bounds
to the lateral buokling solution. The exact solution of the problem was
not attempted because of its complexity, although it would be possible to
use the method of FukUmoto(16).
In practical situations the case of the slender beam-column with
high axial load is not too frequently encountered and for more efficient
beam-columns, the lower bound solution tends to approach the upper bound
solution. Care should be exercised, however, because direct application
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of tIle nlethods discttssed in Reference 1.5 do tend to yield unconservative
results. The lower bound should always be checked.
}i'igu.res 1 7 through 20 present graphically tIle location of each
test with respect to its inelastic lateral-torsional buckling upper bound,
inelastic lateral-torsional bucl<:ling lower bound, elastic latera.I.-torsional
buclcling curve and the in-plane ultii!1ate strength curve. It is inlportant
to note that in each case the in-plane ultimate strength curve cros~ed
the inelastic lateral-torsional buckling upper bound thereby becoming the
uppel'"t bound for the beam-colwnn if its L/r was greater than that at the
x
intersectio!l pointo This was tI1e case for test HT-40 (Figure 17). The
lower bound, however, appears to stay belovJ the in,..-..!)lane cur'\Te.
The elastic lateral-torsional buckling curve "fr.Jas cOlnpilted from
the followirlg equation as found in Reference 17:
Pyy
-=
Py
il1 these equ.ations Ix is the mOlnentl of' inertia about the x-axis, I y is
the nlOmer!t of"' -inertia about the y-axis, I w is the warping mome11t of
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inertia, PT is the torsional buckling load and Pyy the weak axis buckling
load~
Table 5 'presents a comparison of the experimen~alresultswith
theory. The. test moment is.. givenand the upper bound and lOl\1er b'ound
solutions'for the partiq~r L/rx of the specimen are included. Test HT-39
failed by excessive bending so the lateral buckling theory does not apply.
The maximum end moment obtained in test HT-40 was 337 kip in. The upper
bound solution yielded, 518 kip in. and the lower bound was 240 kip in. As
can be seen from the results -tneupper bound solution predicted 181 kip
in. more than were actually obtained. This is 53.7% unconservative. Test
Rc-8 (a m9de~ately slender column with a high axial load) failed at approxi-
mately the lower bound, 208 kip in., whereas test RC-9 (a mode~ately slender
column with,~ow axial load) failed at about its upper bound, 591 kip in.
.. ",
The upper· bound in test Re-IO proved to be 13.5% unconservative.
IV 0 2 COMPARISO'N WITH BENDING THEORY
Figures.17 throug;h 20 show that when the slenderness ratio L/rx
gets large enough the in-plane ultimate strength curve becomes an upper '
bound. This curve is computed by using the bending theory(4) which ass~ed
that failure is due tb excessive bending in the applied moment. Since
bend~ng was about the strong axis this would be in the plane of the web
in "this case. The influence of cooling residual stresses is included,
in the theory as it was in the lateral-torsional buckling theory (that is,
a symmetrical pattern is assumed with o;c equal to 0.3 (j'"y).' Interaction
curves which relate axial load, end bending moments, and slenderness ratio
,,;
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have been developed~ These curves apply specifically to 81iF31 beam-columns
rolled from ASTM A7 steel with E = 30,000 ksi anday = 33 ksi. It the
material from which the beam-column is -fabricated has a yield point other
than 33 ksi, the slenderness ratio is modified. The adjustment is made
using the following equation.
(; )33 =(;) 0Y*~
In this equation a: ~~ is the yield point stress in kips per square inch of'y.
the test beam-column material.
(18)
In the AlSe Specification , formulas which are algebraic
approximations to the interaction curves described above are given. They
are applicable to A7 and A36 rolled WF members but here again modification
may be made for higher strength steels by using Eq. (4). The formula for
this case of loading is:
M = M
o p
where K and J are functions of the slenderness ratio and are given in
(18)
tabularized form in the specifications • The predictions are given :i..n
Table 50 For the braced col~ in test HT-39, Equation (5) proved to be
7.1% unconservative. For the other four tests lateral buckling occurred
and the theory does not apply, as is seen by the unconservative comparisons
between test and theory.
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v • COiVIPARISON OF THE TEST RESULTS 1JJITH THE eRe INTERACTION EQUATION
•• 44'r:~~.' ..........,,~ d ~..,t"""" b ..... _U
The CRC Interaction equation has been reco~nended for use(19)
and a comparison of this equation with the test results of the unbraced
columns is worthwhile. The basic equation in terms of ultimate strength
as given by the CRC(18) is:
P ~M
- + ------- .. 1
Pu 1\.1 (1 -!: )
Pel
(6)
where Pu is the collapse load for the column centrally loaded for buck-
ling in the unconstrained plane and was determined from the smaller of
the following two equations
or
(7a)
~ = 1_ o-y .. (Or.
y
6L) 2
p L~ l~Ey
(7b)
Equation (7a) reflects the possibility or strong axis buckling
and (7b) reflects the possibility of weak axis buckling. Pel is the
strong axis Euler load and ~~l is a reduced inelastio buckling moment
which is determined by using the moment reduction curve in Reference 20,
Which. is in compliance with the CRe method. The moment to be reduced
is determined by Eq. 4.8a in the CRC Guide(19) ~
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(8)
Table 5 presents the results of the eRe equation compared with
the experimental values for each of the unbraced tests. In test HT~40
the equation proved to be 14.5% c~nservative, but in test Rc-8 it resulted
in a 39.5% difference on the unconservative side. ~ihen the results are
viewed in the light of Figure 21 which presents the results graphically,
the differences between the experimental results and the ORC values are
seen to increase as p/Py increases.
For test HT-39 the reduced inelastic moment, NUl in Equation
'(6) is replaced by the plastic moment MP, because the lateral bracing
prevented lateral-torsional buckling. The result for this test is also
given in Table 5 and Figure 21.
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VI. SUrlIvIAltY AND CONCLUSIONS
The experiments discussed in this report were performed to study
the load-deformation behavior of unbraced wide-flange beam-columns rolled
. from ASTI1 A36 and A441 steels. The conclusions reached are as follows:
(1) Most unbraced beam-columns loaded with an axial load
and equal end-moments causing single curvature deflec-
tion a~e affected by lateral-torsional buckling.
(2) The reduction in rotation capacity because of lateral-
torsional buckling appears to be greater for more
slender columns (HT-39) and in only one test (HT-39) was
:'any noticeable instability observed.
(3) It was illustrated that strength and rotation capacity
of unbraced columns increases as axial force decreases
(Figure 12) 0
(4) Unbraced subassemblage behavior can still be predicted
by equilibriwn and compatibility methods if the moment-
rotation diagram after lateral torsional buckling is
known.
. (,) '. ~.,\)~.(, .. 'A comp~rison with the "exact" lateral-torsional bticlcl:l.ng
theory (Reference 15) shows that direct application
provides an upper bound and that for a relatiV~: slender
colu.mn with high axial load the result obtai.ned 't-vill be
unconservative (Table 5).
278.14
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(4 ) ( ].8 ) (21 )
1'118 in-plane ultirllate strength Ctl.rve crosses
the lateral·-t,orsional buckling upper bound(15) and becomes
un upper bound at slenderness ratios that are in the
J)ractical range.
( 7) A conlpar:i.son vJith the Colurnn Research Council i11ter-
action equation (Equation 6) has shown that in rnost
cases the reSl11ts obtained will be adequate for design
purposes.
(8 ) T11e actl"taJ.. test behavior irlaS between the predicted inel-
astic lateral-torsional bucl<:ling upper and lower bounds
(Figure 16).
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A
E
G
I
x
I y
I
~l
I(T
J~/r
I~/r
x
L/r-.:,r·
(I
1'-'1c
Cross sectional ,area
A bending stiffness coeffici.ent
,l1. war!)ing stiffness coefficient
Bending stiffness about x-axis (1veal<: axis stifi'ness)
St. Venant 1s torsional stiffness
Warping stiffness
Young I S rl1oclulu.s of elasticity
S11ear n;oduJ.llS
}1oment of inertia about the x-axis
Moment of inertia about the y-axis
llJarping mOlnent of inertia
Interaction constant
Interaction constant
st. Venant 1s torsion constant
Colwan lengtl1
Slenderness ratio
Stroflg a)cis slerlcle::cn.0cis ratio
lJeal( a.xis slenderness ratio
Beanl raornent
Colunnl 11l01nent
Joint rnornent
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p
z
d
t
Yo
e
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Maximum applied end bending moment
Full plastic mom~nt of a cross section
Reduoed inelastic moment which can be carried in the
absence of axial force
Moment at yield stress
Axial force applied to the column
Euler load in the plane of bending
Torsional buckling load
Collapse load for the column centrally loaded ror
buckling in the restrained plane
Yield force, AO:;;
Weak axis buckling load
Section modulus
Plastic modulus
Depth of section
Moment lever arm
Radius of gyration about the strong axis
Radius of gyration about the weak axis
A coefficient appearing in the lateral~torsional buck-
ling equation
Thickness of flange
Dist~nce between centroid and shear center
Yield stress
An eccentricity ooefficient
End rotation
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TABLE 1 . TESTING PROGRAM
-29
TEST PIP L/r MATERIAL REMARKS
NO. Y x
HT-39 0.4 80 A441 BRACED BEAM-COLUMN
HT-4O 0.4 80 A441 UNBRACED BEAM-COLUMN
RC-8 0.6 50 A36 UNBRACED BEAM- COLUMN
RC-9 0.3 50 A36 UNBRACEDBEAM-COLUMN
RC-IO 0.4 60 A36 UNBRACED RESTRAINED COLUMN
RC-3 0.4 60 A36 BRACED RESTRAINED COLUMN
278.14
TABLE 2 MEASURED CROSS SECTION PROPERTIES
.30
TEST SECTION A S Z r rNO. in. x x. in&-t in~hsq. cu. in. cu. 1n.
HT-39 8WF31 9.43 27.3 30.9 3.43 1.95
HT-40 8WF31 9.58 28.0 31.2 3.45 1.96
RC-8 8WF31 9.93 28.7 32.0 3.44 1.94
RC-9 8WF31 9.93 28.7 32.0 3.44 1.94
RC-10 8WF31 9.90 28.8 32.5 3.45 2.00
RC-3 8WF31 9.78 29 .. 2 32.8 3.50 2.00
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TABLE:3 MATERIAL AND LENGTH PROPERTIES
Py My Mp L t/r 1TEST Y L./r
NO. ksi kips in-kip in-kip inch x . y
HT-39 50.0 471 .1365 1545 277.6 81.1 30.8
'HT-40 52.3 501 1460 1626 277.6 80.5 141.6
RC-8 33,.6 334 964 1075 173.5 50.5 89.5
RC-9 33.6 334 964 1075 173.5 50.5 89.5
RC-1O 34.1 337 980 1108 208.1 60.5 104.1
RC-3 35.3 340 1030 1160 208.1 59.5 27.0
278.14
TABLE 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
MTEST L/r p pip M max. 0
NO. x kips y 0 ~ max.in-kip p
HT-39 81.1 200 0.425 353 0.228
HT-40 80.5 200 0.400 337 0.208
RC-8 50.5 202 0.605 200 0.186
RC-9 50.5 104 0.312 583 0.542
RC-10 51.5 143.5 0.425 414 0.374
RC-3 50.8 141 0.416 ,489 0.421
-32
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TABLE 5 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS WITll TlIEORY
TEST NO. HT-39 HT-40 RC-8 RC-9 RC-IO
TEST MOYfENT .353 '337 2.00 583 t~.14
LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING 518 299 591 470rrflEORY, lIPPER BOlIND
LATERAIJ-TORSIONAL BIJCKLING 2lf.O 208 528 387TI-lEORY, LOWER BOUND
eRe METHOD 329 292 279- 608 435
INTERACTION (BRACED IN- 378 1t-37 314 081 54,8PLANE BElIAVIOR). eq. (5)
All mlmbers are beam-column end moments
with the units of kip-in.
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FIG. 1 TYPICAL TEST SETUP
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FIG. 3 TEST SUBASSEMBLAGE (RC-3 and RC-10)
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